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H-Mode Behavior Induced by Cross-Field Currents in a Tokamak
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A sharp transport barrier, accompanied by a bifurcated poloidal rotation and a radial electric field, is
formed at the plasma edge by driving a radial current across the outer magnetic surfaces of a tokamak.
A decrease in particle transport is observed for negative radial E fields. When the radial current is
turned oA; the E field and the rotation damp on a time scale comparable with the ion-ion collision time.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.55.Pi, 52.70.Ds

An intensive eA'ort is in progress, worldwide, to corre-
late the large and growing data base of experimental ob-
servations on plasma transport in magnetic fusion con-
tainment devices with theoretical models. In particular,
the so-called "H-mode" regimes in tokamaks have at-
tracted strong interest due to their enhanced particle and

energy confinement properties. ' The transition of a
plasma into the H mode is marked by a sudden decrease
in the hydrogenic light emission from the plasma edge,
followed by a prolonged increase in the plasma density.
The reduction of hydrogen light (H, or Hp) indicates
that the incoming neutral particle flux is reduced,
presumably because of a decrease of the outgoing plasma
flux, leading to a reduction in "recycling. " The improve-
ment in the energy confinement is generally less than the
increase in particle confinement. H-mode measurements
also reveal the formation of sharp density and tempera-
ture gradients inside the last closed magnetic surfaces,
which represents a transport barrier. Despite the magni-
tude of the eff'ort aimed at modeling the H mode, no
clear mechanism has been identified, although radial
electric fields are thought to play a role. ' In this
Letter, experimental observations confirming the impor-
tance of the radial E field and the associated plasma ro-
tation for H-mode confinement are presented.

In 1979, electron injection was used to modify the
edge potentials in order to reduce ion sputtering in the
Macrotor tokamak. Subsequently, improved particle
confinement and a concomitant impurity accumulation
were observed, apparently giving rise to an H mode.
These eAects were attributed to the creation of edge ra-
dial electric fields and associated negative plasma poten-
tials much larger in magnitude than T, (a), where a is

the plasma radius. Recently we have extended this ear-
lier work using the new, titanium-gettered, Continuous
Current Tokamak (CCT) at the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles. The recent experiments clearly show
the H-mode signatures found in other tokamaks in vari-
ous limiter, divertor, and auxiliary-heating configura-
tions. The previously seen impurity limitations have
also been eased by new electrode designs.

For the H-mode-regime studies, CCT was operated in
the pulsed neo-Alcator regime, with central parameters
R=15 m, a=04 m, 8, =3 kG, I~=50 kA, n, =5
x10' /cm3, Vl~~(1.5 V, T, & 150 eV, and T; & 100
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FIG. l. (a) Cross section of tokamak, a 40 cm, showing
the location of the exciting electrode, r, 25 cm, and the
"rake" probe arrays used for measuring Aoating potential and
edge plasma density in the E-field layer. (b) Edge profiles of
potential and density in L and H modes. The core density
values are derived from Abel-inverted microwave interferome-
ter data. Dashed lines represent best estimates of unmeasured
Aoating potentials in the interior.
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eV. In this regime the plasma power densities are
sufficiently low to permit detailed measurements by
Langmuir probes. Our results are thus complementary
to the work on the Texas Experimental Tokamak, where
the emphasis is on determining the role of density and
potential fluctuations on transport (although the efl'ect

of radial fields on fluctuations has been considered ' ).
The radial electric fields are excited by cross-held

currents from electrodes located well in the interior of
the plasma. This gives rise to radial current in the re-
gion interior to the last closed magnetic surface. Figure
1(a) shows the electrical circuit that allows us to bias the
plasma dc potential to negative (or positive) values
larger than 10T,. We have found that, for the negative
bias, both electron-emmissive injectors (W, LaB6) and
cold-ion collectors (graphite) produce similar results,
provided that the collection surface is large enough to
draw sufficient current (typically of order 20 A) and
small enough not to form a limiter. As indicated by the
potential profile sketched in Fig. 1(b), the potential in

the plasma is close to the electrode potential, V„ for r
smaller than the location r, of the electrode and remains
at that value out to a radius rb & r„where it has a rapid
rise to a slightly positive value in the plasma halo, finally
dropping to 0 at the first wall. The region of rapid po-
tential rise, the E-field layer as we shall call it, reveals an
Ex 8 (6X 106 cm/sec) rotation of the plasma, which is
comparable to the ion thermal speed. The speed of the
rotation is directly determined from directional-energy-
analyzer data, where we find that Ug=6X10 cm/sec and

v& ( 1 x 10 cm/sec. Consequently, the fluid velocity
along the field lines is negligibly small. The rotation is
possible because the applied radial current overcomes the
neoclassical damping" through the 0 component of the
JXB force.

Most of the data were taken simultaneously, with a
number of radial "rake" probe arrays. The location of
these arrays in the poloidal plane is shown in Fig. 1(a).
For the core region, Abel-inverted values of density tak-
en from microwave interferometer data are shown in Fig.
1(b).

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the discharge. A
cylindrical electrode, of radius 2 cm and height 4 cm,
was biased to V, = —1.5 kV at t =45 msec. The Aoating
potential, as measured with a Langmuir probe
(crosschecked by the swept I Vcharacteristics -of the
probe, giving Vs„,= V~~„,—3 T, ), drops slightly [Fig.
2(d)] and then, as the current slowly rises to a critical
value, makes an abrupt transition (within 30 @sec) to
near V, . The injection current tends to decrease in mag-
nitude at the spontaneous transition [Fig. 2(c)], while
the electric field and the plasma rotation increase there.
This phenomenon represents a bifurcation in plasma ro-
tation (i.e., two values of rotation are possible for the
same current). The sharp transition in the applied
current and the measured probe voltages is followed by a
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FIG. 2. Time history of tokamak plasma parameters. H-
mode transition, exhibiting bifurcation, occurs at 58 msec on
the graphs. (a) Plasma current, loop voltage, and external gas
puffing. (b) uv radiation (not divided by density), showing no
accumulation of impurities, and the line-average plasma densi-
ty. The density increases rapidly after the H-mode transition
until the gas puffing is turned off (at 70 msec). (c) Electrode
current, showing a marked reduction at the transition, and
electrode bias, which increases slightly. These results imply a
reduction of the radial conductivity at the transition. (d) Data
from three of the probes in a rake array indicating an E field of
200 V/cm. (e) Electron saturation currents from Langmuir
probes placed 2 cm in from the limiter-liner at four poloidal lo-
cations. All show the plasma edge density nearly vanishes in
this region.

significant increase in particle confinement, as evidenced
by the chord-averaged density increase [Fig. 2(b)] and
the reduction in recycling (drop in Hp light, not shown in
Fig. 2). Some density improvement, however, is present
even before the transition, in Fig. 2(b). These efl'ects are
also accompanied by a significant but modest (1.5 &&) im-
provement in the coefficient of the density-dependent
global neo-Alcator energy confinement time, as deter-
mined from parallel-conductivity (giving T, ) and fast-
neutral-flux analyses (yielding T;).

During the application of the electrode bias, the edge
pufFing rate was not altered until the density had approx-
imately doubled. Then the gas puffing was terminated
[Fig. 2(b)1, resulting in a slowly decaying density, r & 30
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and observed radial current for the edge parameters in

CCT (l„=20 A, R =1.5 m, r =35 cm, T; =30 eV,
8, =0.3 T, n =10' /cm, E„=200 V/cm). Our analysis
does not take into account either the turbulence or the
changes in banana orbits as the E field increases. The
comparison of the radial current to neoclassical predic-
tions, at small E fields (20 V/cm), where the infiuence of
the poloidal field is relevant, also appears reasonable.

A comprehensive neoclassical description of the po-
loidal damping force for a wide range of rotational veloc-
ities has been obtained by Shaing and Crome' recently.
Their results explicitly show that radial currents can lead
to bifurcation in the poloidal rotation due to an initial in-
crease in the viscous damping, followed by a decrease as
the plasma rotated at higher poloidal speeds.

In conclusion, 0-mode-like enhancements of particle
confinement (& 10X) and modest improvements in the
energy confinement (1.5X), both relative to gas puffing
to the same density, have been produced in CCT by
externally imposed radial currents. The resulting po-
loidal rotation velocity is close to the ion thermal speed.
This large rotation is accompanied by a reduction of the
edge-plasma radial electrical conductivity which leads to
bifurcation in the radial E field in space and time. In
addition, our results suggest that (1) the rapid start of
an H mode is associated with poloidal rotation (without
an associated rotation parallel to 8) and can occur on
the time scale of ion-ion collisions; (2) the plasma rota-
tion is driven by radial currents and not E fields; and (3)

the rotation-induced negative E fields are responsible for
the improved ion transport.
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